
REACTION PAPER CARL JUNG ESSAY

Carl Gustav Jung, (26 July â€“ 6 June ), was a Swiss psychologist and psychiatrist, and the founder of analytical
psychology. However, for the purpose of this assignment I will concentrate on Jungâ€™s theory of Psychological Types.
In this essay I aim to demonstrate an.

Snowdon , p. But it is an interesting image of Jung steering his ship yet being tied up. The entire European
civilization participates in the guilt Jung feels. Also taking a look at how different theories would go up
against John Nash and his everyday life. There were a few reasons that I chose him. Limiting beliefs and
perspectives are not truly your own. Take care that a falling statue does not strike you dead! We who stand
outside judge the Germans far too much as if they were responsible agents, but perhaps it would be nearer the
truth to regard them also as victims. For many years Jung felt as if he had two separate personalities. He was
an early supporter of Freud because of their shared interest in the unconscious. The therapist then provides the
client with solutions to produce a robust outcome Upon encountering the first essay, I had to accept that Jung's
basic outlook in someway prevented him from objecting because he was too fascinated with watching the
possession he had invented. Psychodynamic psychologists see behavior as a compromise between the three
areas of our psyche. The two attitudes and four functions can be combined together to form eight
psychological types see Fig 4 and no one type is better that another type, because each of them have their own
strengths and weaknesses. One side of the psyche, such as the conscious, adaptive, social persona, may be
exaggerated at the expense of the darker, unconscious aspects, the shadow side :- Example:- The Extraverted
sensation types who may appear to be superficial and soulless and actively seek thrills and distractions but
have a shadow side of intuition which when activated by an inner event will gives rise to negative hunches
that are way off beam and may manifest as paranoid or hostile behaviour for no apparent reason. In addition to
this key difference, Jung introduces another component of personality that makes his theory unique. An early
collaborator with Sigmund Freud, Jung eventually diverged from Freud's ideas to create works that would
herald a new era of thought and theory in human psychology. Journal of Personality Assessment , 58, in
Cloniger S. There are many different perceptions on how people dream, what dreams mean, and why people
dream. The spiritual aspect of the anima and animus is quite important in The Influences Of C. WRONG, just
think back to when you were a kid. Hitler enjoyed being a wolf - Adolf being a derivative of the old German
word for wolf - and the whole German nation seemingly just went berserk. Jung's personality types were used
to develop a multitude of personality tests, such as the Myers-Briggs Personality test. The client is approached
with a current or past situation and asked to percent their conception. Now they we are older we now
understand no matter what they wore, they were the same person. Freud believed that the process that
individuals went through their stages of life developed personality, psychosexual stages. Jung looked up to
Freud and saw him as a father figure well-Documented. The therapist needs to be aware of that every client
responds differently. What are Dreams. Jung defined a set of traits that is associated with each of these
personality traits. One of the most accurate and meaningful personality tests was designed by Carl Jung. Some
people might kill the poor creature out of fear that it might bite them, even though there is little chance of this,
or minimal consequences if it did. However, Jung suggested that people tend to develop two functions, one
rational function and one irrational function, whilst the rest remain undifferentiated in the background. Both
professional analysts embraced tremendous contributions to psychology. Jung claims that he did not include
"instinct" as defined by Freud into his theory. The attributes of introvert and extrovert are combined with the
four types to produce eight personality types, which are defined as having certain set characteristics. Alfred
Adler was born in the year of in the month of February in Vienna Austria Seldom do people fall cleanly into
one category. Carl Jung included certain concepts of psychological attitudes, such as introversion versus
extraversion, and psychological functions, such as intuition versus sensing and thinking versus feeling.
Another problem that afflicts self-reported personality tests is the ability of respondents to fake their answers.
Freud being famous for his views and being considered the father of psychoanalysis and the emphasis of the
unconscious mind.


